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Partial wave analysis is a key technique in hadron spectroscopy. The use of unbinned likeli-
hood fits on large statistics data samples and ever more complex physics models makes this
analysis technique computationally very expensive. Parallel computing techniques, in partic-
ular the use of graphics processing units, are a powerful means to speed up analyses; in the
contexts of the BES III, Compass and GlueX experiments, parallel analysis frameworks have
been created. They provide both fits that are faster by more than two orders of magnitude
than legacy code and environments to quickly program and run an analysis. This in turn
allows the physicists to focus on the many difficult open problems pertaining to partial wave
analysis.
1 Introduction
The advent of precise lattice calculations of hadron spectra (e.g. [1]) together with very
high statistics data samples from experiments like BES III and Compass and, in the near
future, GlueX and Panda, opens inroads to a deeper understanding of the bound states and
resonances of quantum chromodynamics (QCD). Extracting resonance properties from ex-
perimental data is however far from straightforward; resonances tend to be broad and
plentiful, leading to intricate interference patterns. In such an environment, simple fitting
of mass spectra is usually not sufficient and a partial wave analysis (PWA) is required to
extract resonance properties. In such an analysis, the full kinematic information is used
and fitted to a model of the amplitude in a partial wave decomposition. In the cases dis-
cussed here, the model parameters are determined by an unbinned likelihood fit to the
data. As models become ever more involved and huge data samples are (becoming) avail-
able, these likelihood fits are computationally very expensive. As it is exponentially hard
to determine whether the fit (usually with a large number of free parameters) has found
the searched for global minimum of the likelihood or one (of usually many) local minima
and as there tends to be a lot of freedom in the model, many fits are required to obtain a
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certain degree of certainty on the stability and adequacy of the result. As most of these fits
are performed sequentially, the turnaround time for a single fit, together with the effort
required to code the amplitude model, determines the total analysis time.
In the context of the BES III, Compass and GlueX experiments, software frameworks for
partial wave analysis addressing both the amplitude code and speed issues have been
devised. Large speed-ups were obtained by parallelizing computations, particularly by
the use of graphics processing units (GPUs). At the same time, the use of a common software
base allows for a quick creation of analysis code for new channels. This in turn allows
the physicists to focus on the difficult open problems, both of technical (large number of
free parameters, correlations, detector resolution etc.) and physical (adequacy of models)
nature.
2 Partial Wave Analysis as a computational problem
In a typical PWA (we use the simple radiative decay J/ψ −→ γX,X −→ K+K− [2] as an
example), the decay is modelled by coherently summing the contributions from a variety
of intermediate resonances X. The relative magnitudes and phases of these resonances are
determined from a fit and the fit result is compared to the data. The set of resonances and
their properties are changed until a sufficient agreement with the data is found.
The intensity I (relative number of events) at a particular point Ω in phase space can be
expressed as
(1) I(Ω) =
∣∣∣∣∣∑α VαAα(Ω)
∣∣∣∣∣
2
,
where the sum runs over all intermediate resonances α, Vα is the complex production am-
plitude for α (and the main free parameter in the fit) and Aα(Ω) the complex decay ampli-
tude at a particular point in phase space. The likelihood for a particular model is
(2) L ∝
NData
∏
i=1
I(Ωi)∫
ǫ(Ω)I(Ω)dΩ
,
where the product runs over all NData events in the sample and the integral is proportional
to the total cross section, corrected for the detector efficiency ǫ(Ω). The integral is usually
performed numerically by summing over a large number NGenMC of simulated events (Monte
Carlo, MC) generated evenly in phase space2. The limited acceptance and efficiency of the
detector can be taken into account by summing only over simulated events that pass the
2In case of a very uneven phase-space population, e.g. due to the presence of narrow resonances, it is
advisable to generate a non-equidistributed MC sample and weight events to a flat distribution in order to
reduce the sampling error caused by the strongly varying amplitude
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reconstruction and analysis cuts. In a fit, a maximum of the logarithm of the likelihood,
corresponding to the best set of parameters for the used model is searched for3;
lnL ∝
NData
∑
i=1
ln
(
∑
α
∑
α′
VαV
∗
α′Aα(Ωi)A
∗
α′(Ωi)
)
−∑
α
∑
α′
VαV
∗
α′

 1
NGenMC
NAccMC
∑
j=1
Aα(Ωj)A
∗
α′(Ωj)

 .
The first sum runs over all data events, the second over all MC events. If the widths
and masses of resonances are kept constant in the fit (i.e. the Vα’s are the only free pa-
rameters), the last (inner) bracket and the Aα(Ωi)A
∗
α′(Ωi) term for each data event can be
pre-calculated.
The number of floating point operations required is dominated by the sum over the data
events and scales with Niterations × Ndata × N
2
waves, whilst the lookup table takes up stor-
age space scaling with Ndata × N
2
waves. The storage space problem can be addressed by
increasing the memory of the relevant machine (≈1.5 GB are required per million events
for a model with 20 partial waves), or with appropriate caching and staging mechanisms
for data samples with several million events. If the required floating point operations are
performed sequentially, the time required can however become prohibitively long.
Floating point precision can be an issue — the minimizing programs tend to fail if the de-
livered precision does not correspond to the expected one. For large amounts of data and
simulated events however, the precision of the individual amplitude is not decisive, it can
safely be computed in single precision. The final sum however has to be computed in dou-
ble precision and the numerical result is strongly dependent on the summing algorithm;
tree sums as usually implemented on GPUs perform much better here than accumulating
loop summing employed in traditional CPU based programs.
There is no way of knowing whether the fit found just a local or the searched for global
maximum of the likelihood. To gain confidence in the result, the fits are usually repeated
with various sets of starting parameters. In addition, various models have to be tried out,
especially in the study of possible new resonances and systematic effects. The thousands
of fits needed in a typical partial wave analysis should thus be as fast as possible, especially
as feedback from the physicist is required between the fits and they thus have to be run in
sequence.
3 Parallel partial wave analysis
Most computing problems in particle physics are trivially parallel, as data consists of inde-
pendent events. The traditional approach to parallelism is thus to treat different subsets
of events on different cores/machines/in different locations and then have a relatively
lightweight piece of code perform a synthesis. For PWA, this synthesis (namely the likeli-
hood sum) has to be performed very frequently (for every fit iteration) and thus network
3As most fit programs search for a minimum as opposed to a maximum, − lnL is fed to the minimizer.
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latency quickly dominates for distributed architectures. As the calculations per event are
relatively simple and exactly the same for all events, it is desirable to have a very large num-
ber of (simple) cores available in a single machine. This kind of architecture is provided by
graphics processing units (GPUs). These devices were originally developed for the use in
3D games, calculating realistic colour shades of pixels. The large and performance-hungry
game market has produced single chips with 1600 individual floating point units, which
are available at prices of a few hundred Euros.
The potential of GPUs for scientific computing was quickly discovered, early efforts were
however hampered by the lack of a suitable interface and most work was done via the
OpenGL graphics interface. The twomajor GPU vendors, Nvidia and ATI then started their
own GPU computing frameworks, named CUDA [3] and ATI Stream [4–6] respectively4.
In recent years, a platform independent standard called OpenCL [7, 8] has emerged. The
successive choices of GPU interface for the BES III PWA framework and the final transition
to OpenCL are described in [9].
In 2007 we started tests of GPUs for partial wave analysis at the BES III experiment; it
quickly turned out that their architecture was very well suited to the task at hand — in
fact, custom PWA hardware would very much look like a GPU, minus the display port —
and that speed-ups with regards to a reference FORTRAN implementation of more than
two orders of magnitude were obtainable [10]. The framework now provides facilities
for amplitude calculation, minimization and plotting and is widely used for analyses at
BES III. It continues to be developed and is available at [11].
The group at Indiana University at around the same time started creating a framework
for PWA on multi-core machines and clusters, using OpenMP for inter-process commu-
nication. This framework, aimed at the CLEO-c, BES III and GlueX experiments shows
beautiful scaling behaviour and now also harnesses GPUs using CUDA. It is available
at [12].
Yet another framework, tightly integrated with the root data analysis toolset [13], was de-
veloped in Munich for use in the COMPASS experiment and now also incorporates GPU
assisted fitting. It is available at [14].
A more ambitious effort for a very general framework for the PANDA experiment was
started in Bochum and is still in its early stages, is however also aimed at an eventual
parallel implementation.
The multitude of available frameworks demonstrate the great interest in the field, allow
for cross checks and show that speed is indeed an important issue in PWA, but one that
can be tackled with an appropriate combination of hard- and software.
4The ATI stream framework encompassed at various times different interfaces with different levels of ab-
straction and is nowadays also used for the ATI Open CL implementation.
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4 Open technical problems in partial wave analysis
Probably the most difficult problem in PWA is the appropriate modelling of the physics
processes, taking into account the unitarity of the S-matrix. There is currently a lot of
theoretical work done in this area (see e.g. [15]); a completely satisfying treatment has
however only been achieved for low energy ππ scattering. There is in addition a large
range of technical/experimental problems as yet unsolved; they shall be discussed in the
following.
Resolution Detectors have a finite resolution and the reconstructed kinematics of an
event are thus different from the true ones. The unbinned approach to PWA precludes
the use of unfolding techniques. For resonances with a large width, this is not particularly
problematic; in cases however where resolution and width are of comparable size (a good
example for most detectors is the φ meson), it is impossible to describe interference with
other resonances and the reconstructed mass distribution with the same functional form.
The only (and rather unsatisfactory) remedy is excluding the mass regions around narrow
resonances from the fit, in the hope that the effects in the tails are not to severe.
Goodness of fit For unbinned distributions in a multi-dimensional variable space, there
are is no effective goodness of fit test such as a χ2 test; of course it is possible to perform
tests on all sorts of binned projections — if these look bad, the fit is indeed bad, but unfor-
tunately the opposite is not necessarily true.
Choice of waveset The choice of intermediate resonances is somewhat arbitrary; not dis-
similar to the goodness of fit issue it is easy to tell if the waveset is insufficient, but a priori
not knowable whether it is complete.
Fits with large numbers of parameters PWA fits have at least three (more often four, in
more advanced models also more) free parameters per resonance, leading to fits with a
very large number of parameters. In such fits it is impossible to knowwhether a minimum
identified by the minimizer is just a local minimum or the searched for global one. Many
heuristic methods (such as repeating fits with randomly chosen initial values) have been
developed to gain confidence in a particular minimum; they however become excessively
time consuming for large parameter spaces and will never provide certainty.
Fits with complex parameters PWA fits usually have complex parameters. As minimiz-
ers only deal with real numbers, some representation has to be chosen; however, both the
Cartesian and the polar representations have issues. The Cartesian representation has the
disadvantage of being disconnected from the physical parameters of magnitude and phase
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and leads to large correlations (and thus bad fit convergence) in cases where the phase of
a resonance is weakly constrained. The polar representation avoids these problems at the
cost of introducing a lower boundary on the magnitude and a periodic phase parameter -
both of which have their separate issues in the minimizers. A proper treatment of complex
numbers and their derivatives inside the minimizers would be extremely helpful.
More control over the fitters The standard interfaces to fitters like Minuit [16] and Fumili
[17] give the user relatively few control over the amount of additional checks and error
calculations performed by the minimizers. In many cases however, most of the computing
time is spent on just these. Options to perform only what is really needed at the current
state of analysis would be very helpful.
Less control over the GPUs The two most widely used GPU frameworks today, CUDA
and OpenCL, both have a fairly low level interface, giving the user a lot of control over how
exactly the parallelism is to be implemented — for most particle physics applications it is
however completely irrelevant which events are processed simultaneously, as long as all
of them are processed fast. This could be achieved through a more comfortable high level
interface.
Impact of results The last issue is sociological rather than technical in nature, but tightly
linked with many of the technical issues. In very generalized terms, “standard” results,
where PWA is used to determine quantum numbers of a bump visible in the mass spec-
trum and these turn out to be in accordance with expectations are easily accepted by the
community (more or less independently of the sophistication of the analysis), “surpris-
ing” results, where resonances not directly visible in the mass spectrum are exposed by
PWA and turn out to have unexpected (exotic) quantum numbers are usually not believed
(again more or less independently of the sophistication of the analysis). As long as the
issues listed above remain, PWA has a very hard time to provide the required extraordinary
evidence for extraordinary claims.
5 Conclusions
Partial wave analysis is a key tool in hadron spectroscopy, of great importance to current
and future experiments such as BES III, Compass, GlueX and Panda. PWA is computa-
tionally expensive and thus potentially slow — this can be overcome by applying parallel
programming techniques and running the analyses on massively parallel devices such as
GPUs. The success in this area gives us both the tools and the hope that we can solve or
mitigate many of the other technical problems facing PWA, thus laying a foundation for a
new golden age of hadron spectroscopy.
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